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Abstract—This study provides a theoretical and computation-
al basis for understanding and predicting how tendons and lig-
aments adapt to exercise, immobilization, and remobilization.
In a previous study, we introduced a model that described the
growth and development of tendons and ligaments . In this
study, we use the same model to predict changes in the cross-
sectional area, modulus, and strength of tendons and ligaments
due to increased or decreased loading . The model predictions
are consistent with the results of experimental exercise and

obilization studies performed by other investigators . These
results suggest that the same fundamental principles guide both
development and adaptation . A basic understanding of these
principles can contribute both to prevention of tendon and lig-
ament injuries and to more effective rehabilitation when injury
does occur.
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INTRODUCTION

Hard and soft skeletal connective tissues adapt in
response to mechanical loading . This adaptation allows
the tissues to withstand the mechanical loads imposed on
them during normal activities of daily living. While
numerous computational and theoretical studies have
examined the functional adaptation of bone (1-5), few
analytical studies have considered the adaptation of soft
tissues such as tendons and ligaments . In a previous study
(6), we introduced a computational model relating
changes in the geometric and material properties of ten-
dons and ligaments to biological and mechanobiological
influences . In this paper, we use the same model to pre-
dict the response of tendons and ligaments to increased or
decreased loading experienced during exercise, immobi-
lization, and remobilization.

A number of experimental studies have examined the
effects of exercise, immobilization, and remobilization on
tendons and ligaments. Experimental exercise studies have
compared the biochemical composition and mechanical
properties of tendons and ligaments from exercised ani-
mals with those from sedentary controls . The exercised
animals undergo a prescribed regimen of running exercis-
es, while the control animals engage in nolnlal cage activ-
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ity. In some cases, exercise of mature animals leads to
increases in tendon weight, cross-sectional area, collagen
content, modulus, and strength (7,8) . In other cases, exer-
cise has no effect on these properties (9,10) . Similarly,
exercise before maturity may lead to an increase in mature
tendon weight (7), or it may not affect mature tendon
weight (11-43) . These inconsistencies may stem from dif-
ferences in the magnitude of loading applied to various
structures during general exercise programs (14).

Immobilization studies have compared the biochem-
ical composition and mechanical properties of tendons
and ligaments subject to reduced loading with those from
controls experiencing normal loading . Various proce-
dures have been used to reduce the loading, including
ankle disarticulation (15), cast immobilization (16,17),
and internal fixation (18,19) . In mature animals, immobi-
lization does not lead to changes in the weight or collagen
content of tendons and ligaments (15,17,19,20) despite
increased collagen turnover (18,20,21) . Cross-sectional
area may decrease (21), as do modulus, strength, and
stiffness (16,19,20) . With remobilization, tendons and
ligaments recover their structural and material properties
(21,22) . In growing animals, Walsh and colleagues found
that immobilized ligaments fail to increase in dry weight,
show less increase in cross-sectional area than controls,
and decrease in stiffness below the level attained prior to
immobilization (23,24) . Immobilization clearly affects
the properties of tendons and ligaments, although normal
properties are recovered when loading is restored.

While experimental studies have clearly shown that
tendons and ligaments respond to exercise, immobiliza-
tion, and remobilization, no theory has yet been estab-
lished to explain these responses . This study attempts to
establish such a theory . We apply a model used previous-
ly to describe tendon and ligament growth and develop-
ment (6) to predict changes in the geometric and material
properties of tendons and ligaments due to exercise,
immobilization, and remobilization . The model predic-
tions are compared with the results of experimental exer-
cise and immobilization studies performed by other
investigators, and implications for basic control mecha-
nisms of tendon and ligament adaptation are discussed.

METHODS

Model Description
This section briefly describes the computational

model used in this study. Development and details of the

model have been described previously (6) . The model
tracks changes in the cross-sectional area, modulus, and
strength of an idealized tendon or ligament . Changes in
these properties are deteiniined using a time-dependent
algorithm that takes into account biological influences,
which represent a baseline level of growth and develop-
ment dependent on age but not affected by mechanical
loading, and mechanobiological influences, which repre-
sent effects associated with mechanical loading . Figure 1
presents a flow chart for the algorithm.
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Figure 1.
Flow chart for the algorithm used in the simulations . A, cross-section-
al area; E, modulus; (A/A), total specific rate of cross-sectional area
change ; E, total rate of modulus change ; (A/A)1io, biological compo-
nent of specific rate of cross-sectional area change ; Ebr o, biological
component of rate of modulus change ; (A/A)mech, mechanobiological
component of specific rate of cross-sectional area change ; Eme,,
mechanobiological component of rate of modulus change ; cr, ten-
don/ligament stress ; s, tendon/ligament strain ; , daily strain stimulus;
F, force ; t, time.

An initial cross-sectional area A i and modulus Ei are
specified at an initial time t=t i . Age and mechanical load-
ing determine the rates at which these properties change.
Given the age t in months, we compute the biological
components of both the specific rate of cross-sectional
area change

(A/A) bi o(t) = (A/A)% oY exp (-t/T)

and the rate of modulus change

E bi0 (t) = Ebor exp (-t/T),

where T is a time constant and (A/A) hv and Elf are scal-
ing constants . To determine the mechanobiological compo-
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nents, we specify the maximum force F exerted on the
tendon or ligament during a period of time At. This force
determines the tendon or ligament stress

o- = F/A,

	

[3]

and, assuming a linear constitutive model as in our previ-
ous study, the associated strain

—
g per day

	

[6]

by assuming that the stimulus is dominated by a single
load case and that it depends on load magnitude much
more than number of loading cycles . Given the daily
strain stimulus, we use the curves in Figure 2 to deter-
mine the mechanobiological components of both the spe-
cific rate of cross-sectional area change (A/A) merhO and
of the rate of modulus change E,,,CCh(t) . These curves rep-
resent an adaptation rule that attempts to maintain strain
stimulus values of 1 .5–3 percent/day associated with ten-
sile strains of 1 .5–3 percent . Normal, physiological ten-
don and ligament strains are in this approximate range
(26, 27), and the literature suggests physiological and
failure strains remain relatively constant between differ-
ent tendons and ligaments, across species, and with age
(16,19,26–28).

Once the biological and mechanobiological compo-
nents have been determined, they sum to give the total
specific rate of area change

(A/A) = (A/A)bio (t) + (A/A)meCh (i;)

	

[7]

and the total rate of modulus change

E = Ebio( t) + Emech(O .

	

[8 ]

These rates are used to update the area and modulus,

A t+At =A t + (A/A t) A tA,

and
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Figure 2.
Mechanobiological components of (a) the specific rate of cross-sec-
tional area change and (b) the rate of modulus change . (A/A)mech,

mechanobiological component of specific rate of cross-sectional area
change; (A/A) ne/I, mechanobiological component of maximum spe-
cific rate of cross-sectional area change ; E111eCh , mechanobiological
component of rate of modulus change ; E ; ;eexh mechanobiological
component of rate of modulus change; %, daily strain stimulus.

respectively, with the restriction that the new values remain
between specified upper and lower bounds . The upper
bounds denote the maximum attainable cross-sectional area
for a particular tendon or ligament and the maximum
attainable modulus for the tissue comprising all tendons
and ligaments . The lower bounds represent the growth
that would occur in the complete absence of mechanical
loading, that is, the growth contributed by the biological
component alone.

Assuming a constant failure strain no, we compute
the tendon or ligament strength

6 +fir = Et+tlt8urr

	

[11]

We then use the updated area and modulus to begin the
next iteration.

Model Application
To study the effects of exercise, immobilization, and

remobilization, we applied the algorithm to development
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of the rabbit Achilles tendon in four altered loading situ-
ations : exercise prior to maturity, exercise after maturity,
immobilization and remobilization prior to maturity, and
immobilization and remobilization after maturity . Normal
growth and development was taken to be the control . In
all cases, we used the parameter values listed in Table 1.

Table 1.
Parameter values used in the simulations.

Parameter

	

Value

T 3 months
(A/A) 0.03/day

F ntnz
bio

1 MPa/day

(A/A) z 0 .01/day

5 MPa/day

Amax 18 mm 2
&tax 1,500 MPa

13%

3 weeks

2.8 mm2

281 MPa

For normal growth and development, we used the
data of Gibb and Williams (29) to obtain the following
relationship between body mass M measured in kg and
the rabbit age t in mo,

M(t) = -2 exp (-t/3 .7) + 1 .83 .

	

[12]

We used this mass to estimate the force F applied to the
tendon during normal growth and development (6)

F(t) = 133M(t),

	

[13]

where the force is measured in N and the mass in kg.
It is difficult to estimate the exact percentages by

which exercise or immobilization changes the loading
applied to a tendon or ligament . However, Walsh et al.
(23) reported that immobilized limbs carried only 10 per-
cent of the weight bearing force carried by control limbs
at the end of the immobilization period . Therefore, to
simulate immobilization, we decreased the applied load-
ing to 10 percent of normal . For exercise, we increased
the applied loading by 30 percent. Studies of treadmill
locomotion have measured force increases of 9–39 per-
cent in the combined soleus and medial gastrocnemius
muscles of cats between walking and running (30,31).

The simulations followed time courses correspond-
ing to those from particular experimental studies. For

exercise, we increased the applied loads by 30 percent
starting at the ages of 4 .5 and 21 mo (0.5 and 2.3 times
the maturation age of rabbits) for comparison with the
experimental results of Woo et al . (8) and Ingelmark (7).
For immobilization and remobilization, we decreased the
applied forces to 10 percent of normal between the ages
of 3 and 6 mo (0 .3–0.7 times the maturation age of rab-
bits) for comparison with the findings of Walsh et al . (24)
and between the ages of 21 and 24 mo (2 .3–2.7 times the
maturation age of rabbits) for comparison with the results
of Woo et al. (21).

To compare the simulation results with the experi-
mental data, which come from various tendons and liga-
ments of rabbits, mice, and swine, we normalized both
the simulation results and the experimental data. We nor-
malized animal age by an approximate maturation age for
each animal, using 3 mo for mice (32), 9 mo for rabbits
(28), and 24 mo for swine (33) . We normalized the simu-
lation results using the final values predicted for cross-
sectional area, modulus, and strength during normal
growth and development . We compared the experimental
data with control values from the same study and then
expressed them in terms of the simulation results for nor-
mal growth and development.

RESULTS

The results of our exercise simulations appear in
Figure 3, along with experimental data from Woo et al.
(8) and Ingelmark (7) . For both the immature and mature
cases, the simulations predict increases of approximately
14 percent in the tendon cross-sectional area, modulus,
and strength. Although the experimental studies provide
results only for time points at the beginning and end of
the exercise periods, the simulation results are consistent
with the available data.

The results of our immobilization and remobiliza-
tion simulations appear in Figure 4, along with experi-
mental data from Walsh et al . (24) and Woo et al. (21).
For the mature case, the simulations predict a significant
decrease in the area, modulus, and strength during immo-
bilization and a reversal of these changes during remobi-
lization . These trends reflect the changes observed by
Woo et al . For the immature case, the simulations predict
similar rapid losses of modulus and strength during
immobilization. However, because the area encounters a
biological lower bound that is increasing, the tendon area
increases in the immature animal despite immobilization.
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Figure 3.
Computational predictions and experimental data illustrating the
effects of exercise on the tendon or ligament (a) cross-sectional area,
(b) modulus, and (c) strength.

Figure 4.
Computational predictions and experimental data illustrating the
effects of immobilization and remobilization on the tendon or liga-
ment (a)cross-sectional area, (b) modulus, and (c) strength .
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These predictions are consistent with the findings of
Walsh et al. although the simulation predicts smaller
increases in the cross-sectional area than were observed
experimentally.

One feature of the simulation results has not been
observed experimentally. Following remobilization, the
simulations predict that the tendon reaches homeostasis
with a larger cross-sectional area and lower modulus than
results from normal development . This behavior arises
because the area reaches its minimum before the modulus
and therefore suffers less severe losses prior to remobi-
lization . Since the area and modulus increase at the same
rates during remobilization as during normal develop-
ment in our model, the remobilized tendon acquires an
increased cross-sectional area and decreased modulus.

Although the predictions for area and modulus differ
between normal development and immobilization followed
by remobilization, the same stiffness is predicted in these
two situations . Figure 5 illustrates the effects of exercise,
immobilization, and remobilization on structural properties
such as stiffness and failure force as predicted by our simu-

Adapted from Woo et al . (1987)

Weeks

	

Months
Time

Figure 5.
Computational predictions of the effects of exercise, immobilization,
and remobilization on tendon or ligament structural properties com-
pared with the schematic proposed by Woo et al . (21) .

lations . Taking normal growth and development as the con-
trol, the effects are essentially the same for the immature
and mature cases . Exercise leads to a moderate increase in
the stiffness and failure force. Immobilization leads to a sig-
nificant decrease in these properties, which rapidly return to
normal with remobilization . Woo and colleagues (21) have
proposed similar exercise, immobilization, and remobiliza-
tion effects for ligament structural properties based on their
experimental studies . Our results corroborate the relation-
ships they have proposed (Figure 5).

DISCUSSION

In this investigation, we used a computational model
to predict changes in the cross-sectional area, modulus,
and strength of tendons and ligaments due to exercise,
immobilization, and remobilization . Our approach pro-
vides a theoretical basis for understanding the experi-
mental results reported by other investigators . In mature
animals, immobilization causes a drastic decrease in the
loading, and consequently the strain stimulus, experi-
enced by a tendon or ligament. The reduced strain stimu-
lus leads to a rapid loss of cross-sectional area, modulus,
and strength. When loading is restored through remobi-
lization, the strain stimulus is elevated and the properties
rapidly recover as the immobilization effects are
reversed. Exercise can also increase the strain stimulus,
leading to increases in the geometric and material prop-
erties . Similar changes occur in immature animals, and
the difference between immature and mature animals can
be attributed to baseline biological growth that occurs
independently from mechanical loading . Strains are
therefore a likely stimulus for controlling tendon and lig-
ament adaptation both before and after maturity.

This study used a simplified version of the strain stim-
ulus, taking into account only the peak magnitude of cyclic
loading . Previous investigations have shown that load mag-
nitude affects bone remodeling more than the number of
loading cycles (34) . However, similar studies have not been
performed for tendons and ligaments. To improve our
understanding of the relationship between tendon and liga-
ment adaptation and cyclic tensile strains, more experimen-
tal data are clearly needed . Load magnitudes and number of
loading cycles must be better characterized, and cross-sec-
tional area, modulus, and failure stress need to be measured
at intermediate time points during exercise and immobiliza-
tion/remobilization studies . The studies must also cover a
sufficient period of time for the tendon or ligament to
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achieve homeostasis . Our simulation results can guide the
design of future experimental studies, which in turn will
allow refinement of the computational model.

While our model suggests that strains are a likely
stimulus for tendon and ligament adaptation, it does not
address the cellular mechanisms through which the adap-
tation occurs . The mechanical properties of tendons and
ligaments are determined by microstructural parameters
including collagen fiber content, fiber orientations, and
cross-link density (35) . Fibroblasts change these parame-
ters through altered biosynthetic activity stimulated by
mechanical loading. Cyclic tensile strains stimulate an
up-regulation of type I collagen production (36) and
alignment of the collagen fibers in directions of principle
tensile strain (37, 38) . Removal of loading leads to degra-
dation of the extra-cellular matrix (39) and disruption of
collagen fiber alignment (22) and cross-linking (18) . A
full understanding of tendon and ligament adaptation
requires insight into both the initial mechanical stimulus
and the cellular response to that stimulus . This study
addressed the first of these two issues.

The mechanical properties most important to ten-
don and ligament function are structural properties such
as stiffness and failure force . Changes in structural prop-
erties reflect both geometric and material property
changes . Tendons and ligaments can therefore adapt to
increased or decreased mechanical loading by adjusting
their size, their material properties, or both . Our model
takes into account changes in cross-sectional area, a geo-
metric property, and changes in modulus, a material
property. Both cross-sectional area and modulus change
in response to exercise, immobilization, and remobiliza-
tion .

This study of tendon and ligament adaptation used
the same theoretical framework as our previous study on
tendon and ligament growth and development . In the
current study, we applied the relationships and parameter
values used previously to describe growth and develop-
ment to predict the response of tendons and ligaments to
exercise, immobilization, and remobilization . By chang-
ing only the magnitude of the applied loading, we
obtained predictions consistent with the results of exper-
imental exercise and immobilization studies . These
results suggest that the principles underlying growth and
development also guide the functional adaptation of ten-
dons and ligaments . Further examination of the relation-
ships between basic biology, mechanical loading, and
functional adaptation will be assisted by analytical
approaches such as those introduced in this study .
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